
WCI Portal
Helping you identify risks, maximize profits and justify trading decisions

The ICIS WCI Portal is a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis for the linked 
carbon market between California, Ontario and Quebec. Our ICIS experts in the US produce 
price forecasts, offset data and behavioural data.

The WCI Portal helps you identify risks and understand what drives participant 
behavior in the California, Quebec and Ontario cap-and-trade markets. 

Our team of expert analysts understand better than anyone the way you want 
to view information, because they’ve been there. We just don’t give you inputs 
and outputs from our the Timing Impact Model. We also explain what that 
data means and how it could impact the market. 

But we don’t leave it there. Our team are always available to customers to 
answer questions and talk through ideas.

n   A 2030 CCA price forecast 
including a predicted market 
balance through 2030 based on 
market participants’ behavior as 
well as fundamentals.

n   Detailed data on offsets 
for the CA/QC program, 
including an innovative 
2030 forecast, project and 
issuance data.

n   Fundamental data through 
2030, including emissions, 
allocations and auction 
volumes for three different 
policy scenarios.

n   Infoboxes that provide 
information on key policies or 
developments, such as the 
Clean Power Plan or Oregon.

n   Monthly market briefings 
to explain recent market 
activity and any changes in 
market participant behavior.

n   Secondary market prices and 
auction results presented in 
flexible and interactive tools.

n   Analyst updates and research reports that 
will help you understand the policy/regulatory 
risks and events that could trigger  
significant price movements. 

n   News articles sourced by our in-house 
journalists.

n   Behavioral data for key market 
participants, including detailed fuel usage data.

n   Detailed company database 
of all participants in the WCI, 
including historic emissions, 
allocation and auction 
participation.

n   Access to our team of analysts by 
email and phone.

         Expert carbon analysis giving you a market advantage

         The WCI Portal solution gives you:

The ICIS TIM (Timing Impact Model) 
is a unique modeling technique 

which captures utility hedging rates 
and banking behavior of industrials. 
It forecasts the true market balance, 
enabling you to better understand 

the risk exposure of your trades and 
trade ahead of the curve.

Join the conversation: ICIS ICIS Energy Group @ICISOfficial @ICIS_energy

For more information, please contact:
Justin Banrey Head of Sales – Analytics
Email: justin.banrey@icis.com
Tel: +44 207 911 1939  |  Mobile: +44 7824 865697

North America Carbon Team
Email: n.america-carbon@icis.com 

www.icis.com/carbon
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